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? Limitations of the traditional top-down perspective imposed by planning in 
capturing the driving forces of urban change
? Urban change has always been the result of a large set of intervening agents 
whose behavior conjugates their operation on markets with the constraints of 
normative planning
? The complexity of urban change phenomena increases with the lost of importance 
of formal normative planning against the emergence of new principles 
? uncertainty
? adaptability and flexibility
? negotiation
? Bottom-up perspective – the necessity of incorporating and understanding 
complexity
? We must be able to understand emergent phenomena and self-organization that 
occurs in urban change
A Bottom-Up Perspective of Urban Phenomena
Modeling Urban Change Dynamics
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Agarwal, C., G.M. Green, J.M. Grove, T.P. Evans and C.M. Schweik. 2002. A review and
assessment of land-use change models: dynamics of space, time, and human choice. U.S
Models and Complexity
Modeling Urban Change Dynamics
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? Urban models started to being used on the 1950s
? A models is a simplified representation of reality in which one or more 
phenomena can be considered
? Models can be
? Static – if there is no temporal evolution; these models can be useful for 
assessing important data on a given issue
? Dynamic – if they aim to simulate evolution in time; they intend to 
capture historical trends in order to prospectively forecast future evolutions 
? Three key issues
? Spatial resolution
? Temporal resolution
? Decision making complexity
Urban Simulation [1]
Modeling Urban Change Dynamics
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? Only in the 1970s, with the democratization of affordable computational 
resources – in terms of computation as well as database management –
modelers were able to incorporate complex simulation techniques
? Dougrass Lee, 1973; “Requiem for Large Scale Modeling” – the author (a 
well known modeler himself) launched an intense discussion on the 
theoretical and operational validity of large scale models
? Since then, research on urban modeling decreased both in terms of 
scientific development and operational application, only interrupted with the 
new breath given by cheap computation and by GIS
? Planning was shifting from large-scale, comprehensive planning to local-
scale planning
? That was a sound declaration of the tension between planners and 
modelers 
Modeling Urban Change Dynamics
Urban Simulation [2]
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? The tension between planners and modelers
“Models are based on science; planning is about policy. Models are much better (…) 
at dealing with natural science problems; planning is mired in difficulties most often 
due to issues in the purview of social sciences. Models are usually developed from 
within particular disciplinary perspectives; planning must integrate across all 
domains. Models are about information and facts; planning is about interpretation 
and values. (…) Models codify uncertain knowledge; planning must lead to certain 
action. (…)” Couclelis, H. (2005). "Where has the future gone?" Rethinking the role 
of integrated lad-use models in spatial planning." Environment and Planning A 37: 
1353-1371. 
? The close interaction between planners and modelers is a key issue for 
giving credit to “the science of modeling” among planning practitioners
? High resolution simulation gave modeling a new breath among planners
Modeling Urban Change Dynamics
Urban Simulation [3]
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? Tension between planners and modelers (cont)
? Applicability must be one of the main (if not “the”) goal of urban simulation 
models
? Modelers must accept (and they do) that model research and 
development has to be oriented for operational application
? Planners must be able to balance traditional planning procedures with 
complex quantitative analyses
? We are facing an evolution on the modeling paradigms – the 
consideration and quantification of stakeholders and their interests (ex: 
Value Sensitive Design)
? Incorporation of policy testing/evaluation
? Modeling features must be closer to real world urban phenomena
Modeling Urban Change Dynamics
Urban Simulation [4]
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? The concept of Cellular Automata (CA) has its origins in the work of von Neumann 
and Ulam, two mathematicians that were facing (independently) the problem of 
devising mathematical rules for biological systems and evolution
? Automata comes from the consideration of theoretical mechanisms capable of 
universally process any given code (defined by a set of states) – the Universal Turing 
machine
? Important dates
? 1940s – the work of von Neumann and Ulam (mathematical approach)
? 1970 – Conway’s Game of Life
? 1979 – “Cellular Geography”, Waldo Tobler
? 1980s – Stephen Wolfram’s work on CA (mathematical approach and a wide set of 
applications)
? 1985 – dissemination of Geographical CA, Helen Couclelis
? 1990s, 2000s – Intensive research on Geographical/Urban CA
Definition and Historical Timeline
Cellular Automata Modeling
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?Waldo Tobler introduced the concept of cellular models to geography
? He stated the first law of geography – Everything is related with everything else but 
near things are more related than distant things
 
 
 
Source: Tobler, 1979 
Introduction of CA to Urban Studies
Cellular Automata Modeling
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“…an automaton is a processing mechanism with characteristics that change over 
time based on its internal characteristics, rules and external input…” (Benenson and 
Torrens, 2004)
? Mathematical formulation of a 2D CA
{ }NSSSS ,...,, 21=),( TSAt ←
Each cell A (an automaton) is defined by a given state from a finite set of cell states 
S and evolves in time according to a set of transition rules T, considering an 
external input I
( ) 1,: +→ ttt SIST ),(1 TSAt ←+
If we consider the neighborhood R of cell A and the cross influence of every cell 
state of every cell in R in the state of A than we have the definition of CA
{ }NSSSS ,...,, 21=),,( RTSAt ← ( ) 1,: +→ ttt SIST ),,(1 RTSAt ←+
Classic CA Structure
Cellular Automata Modeling
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? To create a new cellular automata (CA) based approach for simulating urban 
change phenomena with a multi-scale perspective
? To deepen the research on the main characteristics of CA
? To develop new modeling tools for assisting decision-making processes in 
planning
? To incorporate policy testing tools in urban simulation models to meet common 
planning practice needs
? To apply the methodologies developed under this research to real world case 
studies
Research Goals
Research on CA Modeling
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? Approach – Constrained CA model with land use demand based on population 
density calibrated by an optimization procedure (Particle Swarm)
? Five major CA components
? Cell and Cell Structure
? Neighborhood
? Cell States
? Transition Rules
? Time
( ) 1+→ ttt SIST ,:
time
Model Structure [1]
Previous Work on CA
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? Transition rules – State transition is operated after the assessment of a  
transition potential for each cell state for each cell at every time step that 
results from three main components
? Accessibility
? Land Use Suitability – binary state (suitable 1, non-suitable 0)
? Neighborhood Effect
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Model Structure [2]
Previous Work on CA
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? Performance evaluation – Model performance was assessed through the use of 
contingency matrices which assess the degree of similarity between two class maps
? These matrices were calculated for each pair ‘reference map for the final 
year/simulation map for the final year’
? Measure – A modified k statistic was calculated for each contingency matrix 
? k ranges from -1 to 1 (total agreement) 
? Calibration – The high degree of complexity and the strong interdependence 
between the modeled phenomena suggested the use of a calibration method capable 
of ensuring an effective search of the solution space
? The method was based on the Particle Swarm (PS) algorithm due to the high 
number of calibration parameters
? Objective function – To maximize the modified k statistic
Model Structure [3]
Previous Work on CA
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Software – SmallUrb|CA
Previous Work on CA
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Set of 20 test instances
Model Application – Test Instances
Previous Work on CA
Initial Land Use Map
#8
Final Land Use Map
#14
#19
? 20 test instances were randomly generated to 
simulate plausible spatial structures similar to 
small Portuguese municipalities
? Several features were taken into account: 
problem size, number of cells, population 
densities
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Final Land Use MapFinal Land Use Map
Test Instance #11
Previous Work on CA
Initial Land Use Map
ModkValue 0.811
Reference Simulation 
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ULD 12.5 inhab/ha UHD 25.0 inhab/ha
1991
ULD 6.6 inhab/ha UHD 13.0 inhab/ha
2001
Case Study – Condeixa-a-Nova, Portugal [1]
Previous Work on CA
Reference 
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2001 2001
ModkValue 0.621
Case Study – Condeixa-a-Nova, Portugal [2]
Previous Work on CA
Reference Simulation 
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2001 2011
Case Study – Condeixa-a-Nova, Portugal [3]
Previous Work on CA
Reference Simulation 
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2011 2021
Case Study – Condeixa-a-Nova, Portugal [4]
Previous Work on CA
Simulation Simulation 
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? Multi-scale approach
? A regional scale of analysis with a CA model oriented for assessing aggregate 
measures of land use demand considering population, employment, and flows data
? A local scale of analysis with a CA model oriented for the allocation of land use 
considering local problems separately
? Issues regarding local scale problem identification
Traditional Approach
Local-scale CA, One regional problem
Proposed Approach
Macro-scale CA, One regional problem
Local-scale CA, Local problems
Land use 
demand
Conceptual Issues [1]
Ongoing Work on CA
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? Cells
? The use of irregular cells proved to be representative of land use
? The use of urban (or municipal) form and reliable data is a major strength of the 
approach
? Macro-scale cells – municipalities are representative of regional spatial 
interactions
? Micro-scale cells – census tracts or smaller units which form is closer to the 
urban form
? Issues regarding homogeneity
? Research on the possibility of using cell division (particularly at the local scale)
Conceptual Issues [2]
Ongoing Work on CA
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? Neighborhood
? Variable neighborhoods are more representative of real world conditions
? Regional neighborhood should be a mixture of local spatial interaction and long 
range functional relationships
? Local scale neighborhood must be closer to the urban concept of neighborhood
? Importance of considering natural and built constraints at both levels
Conceptual Issues [3]
Ongoing Work on CA
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? Transition rules and cell states
? Use of aggregate indicators for population, employment, and commuting flows at 
a regional scale of analysis
? Cell states are defined by an aggregate or disaggregate degree of urbanization
? Local scale transition rules must reflect not only urban dynamics but also main 
planning regulations
? Further research on the concept of urban transition potential
? Issues regarding cell homogeneity
? Accessibility
? Land use suitability 
Conceptual Issues [4]
Ongoing Work on CA
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? Policy testing
? Policy testing must be considered a major goal for urban simulation, not only in 
theoretical terms but specially when considering its ultimate operational use
? Critical issue to seduce planners into applying models
“Models are based on science; planning is about policy. Models are much better (…) at dealing 
with natural science problems; planning is mired in difficulties most often due to issues in the 
purview of social sciences. Models are usually developed from within particular disciplinary 
perspectives; planning must integrate across all domains. Models are about information and 
facts; planning is about interpretation and values. (…) Models codify uncertain knowledge; 
planning must lead to certain action. (…)”
H. Couclelis (2005). "Where has the future gone?" Rethinking the role of integrated lad-use models in spatial planning." 
Environment and Planning A 37: 1353-1371
? Value Sensitive Design
? Bringing models and their components (cell, neighborhood, etc.) closer to urban 
reality
Conceptual Issues [5]
Ongoing Work on CA
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? Enhancing simulation capabilities
? Models are criticized for being unable to understand anything that takes place 
outside historical trends
? Historical trends face ruptures that are the result of unique, time located, decisions
? Examples: major urban renewal projects, Brownfield redevelopments, Olympic 
games, etc.
? Another critical issue to seduce planners into applying models
? It also contributes to bringing models and their components (cell, neighborhood, 
etc.) closer to urban reality
? It is possible to introduce modeling parameters to understand and control decision 
making stochasticity
Conceptual Issues [6]
Ongoing Work on CA
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? Computational capacities proved to be a critical issue to the research
? Although processing speed is not determinant in this type of simulation, average 
processing times (around 18 hours) must be significantly improved
? Two solutions: parallel processing and throughput (distributed) computing  
? Parallel processing – more powerful solution
? Possible use of Marenostrum (Barcelona Super Computing) at UPC
? This solution is not suited for the problem at hand (at least at this stage)
? Throughput computing – more economical solution
? A pool of a maximum of 42 machines was assembled to work with the Condor©
software in a Windows™ environment
? Promising results for processing times and capacity with a low cost
Computational issues
Ongoing Work on CA
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? Sharing of historic and updated data on land use, demography and socio-
economic indicators 
? Comparative application of Urb|CA and MOLAND to a series of urban areas in 
Europe 
? The Metropolitan Area of Barcelona, Spain
? The Metropolitan Area of Porto, Portugal
? The Spanish Mediterranean Coast
? The Algarve, Portugal
? Other areas of interest
? Joint participation on FP7 projects
? Innovative perspective of model comparison
Model Comparison – JRC/UPC/UC Coll. Agreement
Parallel research projects
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? Celebrating the 50th anniversary of the first Land Law in Spain (1956) and 
following a major revision in 2006, we are assessing urban sprawl on the 50km off-
coast area along the Mediterranean Coast
? The project is using 4 datasets in time
? The Marshall Plan aerial photography database (1950s) 
? The Corine Land Cover datasets for 1990 and 2000 
? SPOT 5 photography (2006)
? First test area on Catalonia
? Some difficulties on dealing with black and white photography from 1956, lack of 
geographic reference marks
? Problems regarding the size of the study area
Spanish Mediterranean Coast
Parallel research projects
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? Modular simulation package capable of simulate different contexts, considering 
different datasets and different calibration procedures 
? Focus on policy testing (soil consumption, Brownfield regeneration, sprawl 
assessment, LU/Transport interaction, urbanization costs)
? Importance of having assessment tools to evaluate urban change, able of 
producing reliable information for generating future plausible scenarios
? Comparison of different urban growth contexts under different regulation 
frameworks
? Potential research for Working Group 3
COST TU602 – Land Management for Urban Dynamics
Parallel research projects
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